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Hands-On Kubernetes on Azure: Run your applications securely and at scale on the most widely adopted orchestration platformPackt Publishing, 2019

	
		Efficiently deploy and manage Kubernetes clusters on a cloud

	
		Key Features

		
			Deploy highly scalable applications with Kubernetes on Azure
	
			Leverage AKS to deploy, manage, and operations of Kubernetes
	
			Gain best practices from this guide to increase efficiency...
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Hands-on Kubernetes on Azure: Use Azure Kubernetes Service to automate management, scaling, and deployment of containerized applications, 3rd EditionPackt Publishing, 2021

	
		Understand the fundamentals of Kubernetes deployment on Azure with a learn-by-doing approach

	
		Key Features

		
			Get to grips with the fundamentals of containers and Kubernetes
	
			Deploy containerized applications using the Kubernetes platform
	
			Learn how you can...
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SharePoint 2010 Development with Silverlight (Microsoft .Net Development Series)Addison Wesley, 2011

	This book is for every SharePoint developer who wants to build state-of-the-art solutions with Silverlight—within the enterprise, for consulting clients, or for commercial sale.


	 


	Developers increasingly want to build rich applications that run in the...
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Modern API Design with ASP.NET Core 2: Building Cross-Platform Back-End SystemsApress, 2018

	
		Use ASP.NET Core 2 to create durable and cross-platform web APIs through a series of applied, practical scenarios. Examples in this book help you build APIs that are fast and scalable. You’ll progress from the basics of the framework through to solving the complex problems encountered in implementing secure RESTful services....
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Beginning Big Data with Power BI and Excel 2013: Big Data Processing and Analysis Using PowerBI in Excel 2013Apress, 2015

	In Beginning Big Data with Power BI and Excel 2013, you will learn to solve business problems by tapping the power of Microsoft’s Excel and Power BI to import data from NoSQL and SQL databases and other sources, create relational data models, and analyze business problems through sophisticated dashboards and data-driven...
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Microsoft Azure: Enterprise Application DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2010

	This fast-paced guide enables developers to design and build Enterprise applications for the cloud. You will find it easy to follow this book, as the authors use an actual online portal application for the case study. Throughout the development of the sample application there is discussion of important considerations for moving an application...
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Pro ASP.NET SignalR: Real-Time Communication in .NET with SignalR 2.1Apress, 2014

	ASP.NET SignalR is the new solution to real-time communication between servers and clients in .NET. Use it to push new data to a web page or mobile device as soon as it becomes available, whether it’s a notification, live chat, up-to-the-minute financial data, or a range of other exciting applications. Innovations like Google live...
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Introducing Windows AzureApress, 2009

	Windows Azure is Microsoft's next-generation cloud-computing operating system and is designed to provide companies with new business opportunities as they migrate toward hosted services.


	Introducing Microsoft Azure provides all the information developers need to get started with this new technology and apply it across...
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Native Docker Clustering with SwarmPackt Publishing, 2017

	Key Features

	
		Get to grips with Docker Swarm, one of the key components of the Docker ecosystem.
	
		Optimize Swarm and SwarmKit features for scaling massive applications through containers.
	
		Learn about Docker’s scheduling tricks, high availability, security, and platform scalability.

...
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Docker on Windows: From 101 to production with Docker on Windows, 2nd EditionPackt Publishing, 2019

	
		Learn how to run new and old applications in Docker containers on Windows - modernizing the architecture, improving security and maximizing efficiency. 

	
		Key Features

		
			Run .NET Framework and .NET Core apps in Docker containers for efficiency, security and portability
	
			Design...
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Beginning PostgreSQL on the Cloud: Simplifying Database as a Service on Cloud PlatformsApress, 2018

	
		Get started with PostgreSQL on the cloud and discover the advantages, disadvantages, and limitations of the cloud services from Amazon, Rackspace, Google, and Azure. Once you have chosen your cloud service, you will focus on securing it and developing a back-up strategy for your PostgreSQL instance as part of your long-term plan....
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DevOps for Web DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2016

	About This Book

	
		Overcome the challenges of implementing DevOps for web applications, familiarize yourself with diverse third-party modules, and learn how to integrate them with bespoke code to efficiently complete tasks
	
		Understand how to deploy web applications for a variety of Cloud platforms such as...
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